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Case Study
E'cornmerce: Edibre Arrangements' countdown ad rifts same_day orders g%

Edible Arrangernents has offered same-day delivery for its fruit baskets, fruit bouquets and
other sweet gifts for more than a decade. lt extended the deadline for same-day orders tc 5
p m. a few years ago, which herped the company stand out, but onry to the peopre who
knew about it.

It's kind of our hidden gem", said Kaitlin Reiss, vice prbsident of E-commerce, Edible
Arrangements lnternational. "A lot of people don't realize that we have same-day delivery,
even though it is not something new for us, so we realize that we still need to do even more
to promote it."

Reiss' team has slnce launched a carnpaign to spread the word. The results have been

8% increase in same-day orders on its website since promoting the service
slightly higher open rate and average order varue for emairs with same-day
messaging

Here's how the team raised awareness.

Step 1: Extend same*day seruice

same-day service is not an option for every company or even every franchise rocation.
EdibleArrangements has more than 1,100 storefronts worldwide, which makes it easier to
expedite local deliveries' Most stores offer the 5 p.rn. deadline for same-day orders. some
g0 even later' Reiss said, but the extension was impossible at some locations. The team
chose to make 5 p m' the standard to attract business from commuters who might want topick up an order on the way home. "our consumer is changing. There are a lot more last-
minute orders' so we wanted to make sure that we are available when they forget a
birthday, or an annlversary, or any other speciar occasion,,, Reiss said.
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Step 2: Promote on website

Before Edibre Arrangements spread the word, it promoted the service onreinforce the message to visitors. This was done primariry on the h
a countdown timer' The timer ticks down the hours and minutes each visitor has leftan order for same-day delivery. The counter adjusts for each visitor,s time zone anrp.m. as a universar deadrine. The timer is expressed more in words than digits. Brtop portion of the homepage - which has a rogo, navigation bar and search box _are greeted with rarge text that cready expresses the offer: ,,want 

it in today? ord

::::t: i::" 
and [X] minutes"" rhoush shorl on detair, the headrine conveys

deadline and message.

lnstant Satisfaction

A displav ad that hovers over the right porlion of the homepage,s ,,hero 
shot,,graphic of a speeding truck and the words ,,rnstant 

satisfaction,, i
v,vo rrDr.rirr Daltslacllon,, tn large capitalBelow in smailer text is this message: "same-day derivery is our speciartv,,. Thispecialty".

reinforce the service as a differentiator in the market for gifts and
..4
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Testinq the aqs

The timer and the graphic have been tested to herp optimize crick through
said.

Sfep 3; Promote via emait

Email is an important channer for the company and the team that made sure to mi
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campaigns Doing so is especia'y imporrant during the
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we have during a horidav period for those rast-minute customers,
often the main message around the holidays.,, \

when it's not the holiday season, the team is less likely to feature the same_day
as a main message of an email. lnstead, it mentions the service with simple bokthe header, such as: "order by 5 p.m. for same-day derivery,,. other times, theuse the "instant satisfaction" message it tested on the homepage, but in a raror
ad.

Step 4: Rarse awareness

Promotion on the homepage and in emails helps Edible Arrangements connect withcustomers and prospects' The team has also made steps to raise awareness of tho
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rnay not be shopping for a gift.

Social media

The team has active profiles on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, YouTube and Pinterest. lt

occasionally mentions the same-day service in posts, hoping to catch the interest of

somecne who has put off gift shopping for too long.

Ad networks

Edible Arrangements runs ads on search engines and websites. Soon, the team will test

messaging to promote the same-day service in the Pay per Gtick (PPC) and display ad

networks it uses. "We are definitely happy with the results and I think that they are only

going to get better," Reiss said.

Questions

L What was the main problem faced by Edible Arrangernents as per the case study?

-!ll. Develop an E-commerce presence map for Edible Arrangernents.

(02 Marks)

{03 Marks)

lll. Briefly explain the below-mentioned terms which were highlighted in the paragraphs of

the case study.

a) Click though rate (CTR)

b) Pay per click (PPC)

(0,* Marks)

lV. State and explain one e-commerce marketing method that is currently applied by

Edible Arrangements.

(04 Marks)

V. Recommend and explain three more e-commerce marketing methods that can be

adopted and applied by Edible Arrangen'rents to increase the awareness about 'same-

day delivery' service.

(12 Marks)

(Total:25 Marks)

What is a marketspace?

(04 Marks)

Define disintermediation and explain the benefits to lnternet users of such a
phenomenon. How does disintermediation impact friction-free commerce?

il.

(04 Marks)



ilt

IV,

V.

what are the eight key components of an effective business model?

Describe the five primary revenue models used by e-commerce firms

(04

How are e-commerce technologies similar to or different from other technologies

have changed commerce in the past?

(04

(Total20

What are the various cornponents of a website budget?

(02

Briefly describe the tenm

five major steps involved

site.

'Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC), and list out

in the systems development life cycle for an

(03

03. t.

il.

lll. Content of the website plays a major role in deciding

Explain about any five essential criteria that should

maintain a website.

the effeotivdness of a

rne'met when you design

(05

lv. Before you begin to build a website or app of your own,
questions you wili need to think about and find answer?

what are the

04. t"

(05

(Total:15

The following is the model of online consumer behavior which was modified from

basic model of consumer behavior.
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Briefly explain the below-mentioned variables that can be identified in the model.

a) Website and mobile platform features

b) Consumer skills

c) Product characteristics

d) Clickstream behavior

(04 Marks)

The following are descriptions of some E-Commerce marketing-related terms. Match

the description with respective marketing term.

il.

il1,

tv.

A paid message on a website, online service, or otfier interactive

medium

A way of placing a full-page message between the current and

destination pages of a user

Ad employing animation, sound, and interactivity, using Flash,

HTMLS, Java, and JavaScript

Automated, auction-based method for matching demand and

supply for cnline display ads

Change in the Google algorithm to eliminate sites with low-quality

back iinks

Groups of Web sites that link to one another, thereby boosting

their ranking in search engines

Techniques to improve the ranking of web paEes generated by

search engine algorithms

The sending of market messages to specific subgroups in the

population

The use of search engines to build and sustain brands

TV-like advertisement that appears as an in-page video

commercial or before, during, or after content

VI,

vii

vilt.

tx.

X,

A. Ad targeting i H, Panda i M Search€ngrne

B. Banner ad I l. Penguin I optimization (SEO)

C. Content farms i J. Programmatic I ru. Social search

D. E-mail Marketing i advertising O. Video ad

E. lntenstitial ad I f. Rich media ad

F. Link farms I t-. Search engine

G. Online adverlising I *rrketing (SEM)

t

(10 Marks)



ilt What are the five common E_Comrnerce marketing
types with examples.

types? Explain any two of

(06

(Total: 20

05. l. Explain why an e-commerce site might not want to report being the
cybercriminals.

ll' Give an example of security breaches as they relate to each of the six d
e-commerce security.

(04
what are some of the steps a company can take to curtail cybercriminal activ
within a business?

(04
Briefly explain how public key cryptography works.

(04
ldentify and discuss the five steps in deveroping an e_commeree $ecurity pran.

(04

(Total20
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